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Part of the Brooks/Cole Empowerment Series, this ninth edition integrates the core competencies
and practice behaviors outlined in the 2008 Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards (EPAS)
set by the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE).This classic text helps students recognize
ethical issues and dilemmas, reason carefully about ethical issues, clarify their ethical aspirations at
the level demanded by the profession, and achieve a more ethical stance in their practice. It places
ethical decision making within the context of professional ethics and provides useful guidelines,
including two ethical screens to help social work practitioners identify priorities among competing
ethical obligations. Developed specifically for social workers, it features numerous case-like
exemplars based on real-world practice, drawn from a variety of social work settings. This
comprehensive and uniquely focused text is equally effective as a core resource for social work
ethics courses, or as a valuable supplement within introductory, practice, or practicum
courses.Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
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This book is a short read, but excellent. I can't recommend it enough. Even middle-schoolers can
get something quite useful out of this book. I think parents who have bullied children should
consider reading this with their kids. It may help those children decide how they should behave. It
would also be useful for the bullies, who may not fully understand the position in which they have
put others. I think this would make a great summer read for high-schoolers, as well. A word to the
wise: this book will make you think, very hard. It can be painful to work through the scenarios.

Great book. Very engaging and informative. Especially liked the e-format because as I highlighted
key passages it automatically created flashcards for quick reference later (like during open book
quizzes). Also, there are multiple choices of colors for highlighting allowing me to rapidly index my
flashcards by topic. Each chapter begins by telling you exactly what the purpose of the chapter will
be and which policy or policies it will address. There are examples (exemplars) throughout the book
and each exemplar clearly helps you to understand in plain the ethical dilemma which is being
discussed. Often a chapter will carry an exemplar from an earlier chapter and take it one step
further in another chapter to help you understand the many facets of ethical dilemmas within the
situations that can occur with clients.

Nice way to present ethics. Relevant, good info. Was much more helpful than other texts we read.
It's to the point with concrete examples/clearly applicable to the real world.

The book is fine. The cover is complete, but very sticky from tags or tape. It needed a bit of a
clean-up.

This book is full of vital information. However, it is quite expensive...
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